9:30  Breakfast & Welcome Message  
Dan Moran, Ph.D. (Department of Biomedical Engineering)

10:00  “Latent Variable Modeling of Individual Differences in Task fMRI”  
Shelly Cooper (Department of Psychological & Brain Sciences)

10:20  “Longitudinal Neural Correlates of Chronic Stroke Rehabilitation with a Contralesional Brain-Computer Interface”  
Joseph Humphries (Department of Biomedical Engineering)

10:40  Break

11:00  Ice Breaker

11:20  “This Isn’t Your Brain On Drugs: Long Range Correlations, Neurovascular Coupling, and Ketamine”  
Ben Acland (Department of Neuroscience)

11:40  “Evaluating BOLD Variability as a Potential Biomarker of Aging”  
Peter Millar (Department of Psychological & Brain Sciences)

12:00  Lunch

1:00  Ask Anything Panel

2:00  “Primate Psychophysics of Somatosensory Stimulation via a Chronically Implanted Peripheral Nerve Interface”  
Tyler Schlichenmeyer (Department of Biomedical Engineering)

2:20  “Human Brain Functional Network Variants”  
Benjamin Seitzman (Department of Neuroscience)

2:40  Break

3:00  “What Do Neurons Dream About?: Deep Neural Networks and the Primate Brain”  
Carlos Ponce, PhD (Department of Neuroscience)

4:00  Conclusion